
IMPLEMENTS PART 1: 3 POINT 
 

4’ BOX BLADE – 100 SERIES BB104BL 
 
Short Description: Your go-to implement for working gravel, topsoil, mulch, and 
manure.  
 
Long Description:  
 
The 100 Series Box Blade is the go-to implement for working gravel, topsoil, mulch, 
and manure. This 4-foot implement can break up the toughest ground and smooth or 
level out rough spots. The ripper shanks can be adjusted to three depth levels, 
depending on the job. A durable back blade handily moves dirt and gravel for 
backfilling a ditch.  
 
 
5’ DISC HARROW – 100 SERIES DH105BL 
 
Short Description: The heavy-duty steel blades with adjustable angles are perfect for 
creating a food plot or planting a garden in rough terrain.  
 
Long Description:  
 
The 100 Series Disc Harrow is perfect for creating a food plot or planting a garden in 
rough terrain. This 5-foot implement has heavy duty notched steel blades to perfectly 
prep and till the land for vegetable plots and gardens. Adjust the blade angles to 
aggressively dig up the dirt. The Disc Harrow cuts a 5-foot swath with each pass.   
 
 
4’ GRADER BLADE- 100 SERIES GB104BL 
 
Short Description: Adjustable blade angles allow you to easily grade or scrape gravel, 
sand, dirt, and snow in any direction.  
 
Long Description:  
 
Tarter’s 100 Series Grader Blade excels at grading or scraping gravel, sand, dirt and 
snow. With this 4’ implement, customers can level or backfill areas with ease. 
Adjustable blade angles allow the operator to push and place materials in any 
direction.  
 
 
4’ LANDSCAPE RAKE- 100 SERIES LR104BL 
 



Short Description: Level soil, move rocks and clear debris to get your soil ready for 
planting! 
 
Long Description:  
The 100 Series Landscape Rake levels soil and moves rocks in preparation for 
planting. The 4’ implement ’s curved steel tines easily clear rocks, roots and other 
debris. Choose where the debris lands by switching up the angle of the rake. Put the 
tractor in reverse and the Landscape Rake in reverse position (tines pointing away 
from tractor) to push away dirt and debris with ease. 
 
MIDDLE BUSTER/SUB SOILER COMBO- 100 SERIES MBSSSC 
Short Description:  
Two tools in one! Break up tough ground, get rid of standing water, and plow up root 
vegetables.  
 
Long Description:  
The 100 Series Middle Buster/Sub Soiler Combo digs deep to accelerate plant growth 
and easily pulls up root vegetables. It’s really two tools in one. The Subsoiler breaks up 
tough ground and gets rid of standing water. The Middle Buster plows up potatoes and 
other root vegetables.  
 
4’ ROTARY CUTTER- 100 SERIES RC104BL 
 
Short Description: A must for your land! Cut grass, stalks, and light brush with ease.  
 
Long Description:  
 
The 100 Series Rotary Cutter is a 3-point necessity that cuts grass, stalks, and light 
brush with ease. With a 1” inch thick cutting capacity, this implement easily takes care 
of small limbs and branches. Our 4’ cutter has durable, long-lasting heat-treated blades 
made of thick steel. A stump jumper avoids damage by lifting the mower up and over 
rocks or obstacles.  
 
 
4’ ROTARY TILLER- 100 SERIES RT104BL 
 
Short Description: Three adjustable depth levels to meet any challenge and create 
large food plots, no matter how rough the terrain. 
 
Long Description:  
The 100 Series Rotary Tiller excels at working dirt and creating large food plots.  This 
4’ implement boasts thick steel cutting tines to mix up the soil or break up the toughest 
ground. Adjust the skid shoes to three depth levels, depending on the task at hand. 



Tarter’s Rotary Tiller is designed for rugged terrain. It’s built Tarter Tough at every key 
point.  
 
5’ BOX BLADE- 200 SERIES BB205BL 
 
Short Description: The perfect tool to level driveways, collect gravel, and smooth over 
rough spots.  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Box Blade easily tackles countless jobs. Use it to collect gravel and 
smooth over rough spots. It’s the perfect tool to solve problems with ruts, washouts, 
and potholes; plus, it’s great for leveling driveways. Put your tractor in reverse and use 
the back blade to push around dirt and gravel. This implement is equipped with heavy 
duty ripper shanks to break up the toughest ground; complete with four depth levels 
that adjust to the difficulty of the project. Available in 5’ or 6’ models. 
 
6’ BOX BLADE- 200 SERIES BB206BL 
Short Description: The perfect tool to level driveways, collect gravel, and smooth over 
rough spots. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Box Blade easily tackles countless jobs. Use it to collect gravel and 
smooth over rough spots. It’s the perfect tool to solve problems with ruts, washouts, 
and potholes; plus, it’s great for leveling driveways. Put your tractor in reverse and use 
the back blade to push around dirt and gravel. This implement is equipped with heavy 
duty ripper shanks to break up the toughest ground; complete with four depth levels 
that adjust to the difficulty of the project. Available in 5’ or 6’ models. 
 
BOOM POLE- 200 SERIES BP20BL 
Short Description: Save time and your back. Let it do the heavy lifting! 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Boom Pole excels at jobs where heavy lifting up to a 1,000 pounds* is 
required. Load items on trailers, pull up old fence posts, or haul heavy lumber quickly 
and easily. Lift up to 1000 lbs. on the rear loop and up to 500 lbs. on the front loop.* 
*Implement capacity only, do not exceed the lift capacity of your tractor.  
 
CARRY ALL- 200 SERIES CA20BL 
Short Description: Easily move up to 1,000 lbs. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Carry All is like an extra set of hands that can easily move up to 1,000 
pounds*. This implement excels at moving feed bags, sod, and other heavy objects. 



Pre-drilled holes allow the operator to easily attach a platform for moving or carrying 
larger items. *Implement capacity only, do not exceed the lift capacity of your tractor. 
 
6’ DISC HARROW- 200 SERIES DH206BL 
Short Description: Heavy-duty front and back blades perfectly preps your land for food 
plots and gardens.  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Disc Harrow perfectly preps and tills the land for food plots or gardens. 
With heavy-duty notched steel blades, our disc creates a six-and-a-half-foot path with 
each pass. The back and front blades are Tarter Tough and precisely positioned to 
aggressively cut up the dirt, opening it up for planting. The front blades are adjustable 
to offer even more tillage options. 
 
1 ROW FIELD CULTIVATOR- 200 SERIES FC201BL 
Short Description: Fight weeds and get your garden growing with C-shaped tines that 
break up dirt and distribute moisture. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series One Row Field Cultivator excels at prepping garden soil as well as 
planting and fighting weeds. This is the implement needed to plant small row crops like 
potatoes, corn, and tomatoes. Our Cultivator has six C-shaped tines with reversible 
and replaceable curved metal tips. The tines are attached to the implement frame with 
bolts and can be adjusted horizontally. The tines are in staggered rows which break up 
the dirt and distribute moisture for planting. The Cultivator also easily tills the soil on 
each side of a garden row to remove unwanted grass and weeds.  
 
5’ FINISH MOWER- 200 SERIES FM205BL 
Short Description: Get a perfectly manicured lawn to make your neighbors jealous! 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Finish Mower gives customers a nice, well-manicured lawn. This is for 
folks who like to continually maintain their property and keep it looking great. Our 
Mower works great in ankle-deep grass. Tarter’s free-floating hitch system allows the 
mower to follow the contours of the ground to mow evenly, even when the terrain is 
uneven. Available in 5’ or 6’ models.  
 
6’ FINISH MOWER- 200 SERIES FM206BL 
 
Short Description: Get a perfectly manicured lawn to make your neighbors jealous! 
 
 
Long Description:  



The 200 Series Finish Mower gives customers a nice, well-manicured lawn. This is for 
folks who like to continually maintain their property and keep it looking great. Our 
Mower works great in ankle-deep grass. Tarter’s free-floating hitch system allows the 
mower to follow the contours of the ground to mow evenly, even when the terrain is 
uneven. Available in 5’ or 6’ models.  
 
FERTILIZER SPREADER- 200 SERIES  FS20 
Short Description: Take the guesswork out of spreading. Spread up to 46 feet. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Fertilizer Spreaders and Seeders take the guesswork out of spreading. 
A side discharge hopper guarantees greater accuracy, and an attached spreading 
chart highlights the amounts needed for the job. Choose either the metal or poly 
version. Both versions have a spreading width up to 46 feet and can broadcast to each 
side for directional spreading.  
 
5’ GRADER BLADE- 200 SERIES  GB205BL 
Short Description: Available in three lengths to handle all your grading and scraping 
needs with ease! 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Grader Blade is the ideal implement to handle farm and ranch grading 
and scraping needs. Sand, gravel, and snow are no match for this implement with its 
pull-pin design, which lets the customer change the blade angles to suit their needs. 
Available in 5’, 6’ and 7’ models. 
 
6’ GRADER BLADE- 200 SERIES GB206BL 
Short Description: Handle all your grading and scraping needs with ease! 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Grader Blade is the ideal implement to handle farm and ranch grading 
and scraping needs. Sand, gravel, and snow are no match for this implement with its 
pull-pin design, which lets the customer change the blade angles to suit their needs. 
Available in 5’, 6’ and 7’ models. 
 
7’ GRADER BLADE- 200 SERIES GB207BL 
Short Description: Handle all your grading and scraping needs with ease! 
 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Grader Blade is the ideal implement to handle farm and ranch grading 
and scraping needs. Sand, gravel, and snow are no match for this implement with its 
pull-pin design, which lets the customer change the blade angles to suit their needs. 
Available in 5’, 6’ and 7’ models. 



 
3PT HAY FORK- 200 SERIES  HF20BL 
Short Description: Easily lift round hay bales up to 1,500 pounds.  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Hay Fork can easily lift large round hay bales up to 1,500 pounds*.  A 
heat-treated upper spear and welded stabilizer bars provide extra support. *Implement 
capacity only, do not exceed the lift capacity of your tractor. 
 
6’ LAND GRADER- 200 SERIES  LG206BL 
Short Description: Grade your driveways, level land and fill ditches with ease! 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Land Grader is perfect for grading driveways, leveling land, filling 
potholes and ditches. This 6’ implement has two cutting edges for maximum grading.  
Made of high-quality steel with a corrosion-resistant finish, it’s built to last out in the 
elements. 
 
5’ LANDSCAPE RAKE- 200 SERIES LR205BL 
Short Description: Smooth, rake and contour your gravel and soil. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Landscape Rake excels at smoothing, raking and contouring gravel or 
soil. With its curved C-tines, the Rake will clear rocks and other debris off to the side 
for easy cleanup. The tines won ’t destroy your field by digging too deep. Put the 
tractor in reverse and the Landscape Rake in reverse position (tines pointing away 
from tractor) to push away dirt and debris with ease. 
Rotate the rake to choose where the debris lands.  An optional wheel kit provides 
easier maneuverability and maintains a consistent depth. Choose from a 5’, 6’ or 7’ 
model.  
 
6’ LANDSCAPE RAKE- 200 SERIES LR206BL 
Short Description: Smooth, rake and contour your gravel and soil.  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Landscape Rake excels at smoothing, raking and contouring gravel or 
soil. With its curved C-tines, the Rake will clear rocks and other debris off to the side 
for easy cleanup. The tines won ’t destroy your field by digging too deep. Put the 
tractor in reverse and the Landscape Rake in reverse position (tines pointing away 
from tractor) to push away dirt and debris with ease. 
Rotate the rake to choose where the debris lands.  An optional wheel kit provides 
easier maneuverability and maintains a consistent depth. Choose from a 5’, 6’ or 7’ 
model.  
 



7’ LANDSCAPE RAKE- 200 SERIES LR207BL 
Short Description: Smooth, rake and contour your gravel and soil. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Landscape Rake excels at smoothing, raking and contouring gravel or 
soil. With its curved C-tines, the Rake will clear rocks and other debris off to the side 
for easy cleanup. The tines won ’t destroy your field by digging too deep. Put the 
tractor in reverse and the Landscape Rake in reverse position (tines pointing away 
from tractor) to push away dirt and debris with ease. 
Rotate the rake to choose where the debris lands.  An optional wheel kit provides 
easier maneuverability and maintains a consistent depth. Choose from a 5’, 6’ or 7’ 
model.  
 
 
LANDSCAPE RAKE WHEEL KIT- 200 SERIES LRWK 
Short Description: Optional, for easy above grade adjustments.  
 
Long Description:  
Equip your Landscape Rake with the optional Wheel Kit for easy above grade 
adjustments. Fits all models.  
 
1 BOTTOM MOLD BOARD PLOW- 200 SERIES MB201BL 
Short Description: Control insects & weeds, slice and invert your soil to send nutrient-
rich soil to the top.  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series One and Two Bottom Turning Plows improve soil before planting. The 
Turning Plows slice and invert the soil, sending nutrient-enriched soil to the top and 
burying plant residue from past crops. A Turning Plow also controls insects that live in 
crop debris and helps control weeds. The frames on these implements are built with 
heavy-duty steel and feature replaceable 14-inch plowshares and shins. 
 
 
2 BOTTOM MOLD BOARD PLOW- 200 SERIES MP20BL 
Short Description: Control insects & weeds, slice and invert your soil to send nutrient-
rich soil to the top. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series One and Two Bottom Turning Plows improve soil before planting. The 
Turning Plows slice and invert the soil, sending nutrient-enriched soil to the top and 
burying plant residue from past crops. A Turning Plow also controls insects that live in 
crop debris and helps control weeds. The frames on these implements are built with 
heavy-duty steel and feature replaceable 14-inch plowshares and shins. 
 



POLY FERTILIZER SPREADER- SERIES  PFS20 
Short Description: Take the guesswork out of spreading! 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Fertilizer Spreaders and Seeders take the guesswork out of spreading. 
A side discharge hopper guarantees greater accuracy, and an attached spreading 
chart highlights the amount needed for the job. Choose either the Metal or Poly 
version. Both versions have a spreading width of up to 46 feet and can broadcast to 
each side for directional spreading.  
 
5’ ROTARY CUTTER- SERIES  RC205BL 
Short Description: Mow backfields, create riding trails and clear paths with ease.  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Rotary Cutter is the perfect solution for mowing backfields, creating 
riding and walking trails, and clearing paths for wildlife management. Depend on either 
the 5’ or 6’ model to cut grass, stalks, and light brush with ease.  The durable heat-
treated blades have a 1” thick cutting capacity to easily take care of small limbs and 
branches. In case you run over something bigger, a stump jumper lifts the mower up 
and over rocks or obstacles, avoiding damage to the gearbox and blades. 
 
6’ ROTARY CUTTER- 200 SERIES RC206BL 
Short Description: Mow backfields, create riding trails and clear paths with ease.  
 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Rotary Cutter is the perfect solution for mowing backfields, creating 
riding and walking trails, and clearing paths for wildlife management. Depend on either 
the 5’ or 6’ model to cut grass, stalks, and light brush with ease.  The durable heat-
treated blades have a 1” thick cutting capacity to easily take care of small limbs and 
branches. In case you run over something bigger, a stump jumper lifts the mower up 
and over rocks or obstacles, avoiding damage to the gearbox and blades. 
 
5’ ROTARY TILLER- 200 SERIES RT205BL 
Short Description: Choose from three depth levels to cultivate the land to fit your 
needs.  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Rotary Tiller excels at working acres of dirt or creating large food 
plots. Our Tiller cultivates the land: stirring up soil for gardens, food plots, laying sod, 
and other tillage needs. Choose from three depth levels to mix up loose soil or break 
up the toughest ground. The tiller’s self-sharpening tines are wide and made of high-
quality steel to mix up the soil better. If things turn rocky, the rotary shaft is built Tarter 



Tough at every key point. The circular bearing flange that supports the shaft is strong, 
made of heavy-duty cast iron. Available in 5’, 6’ and 7’ models. 
 
6’ ROTARY TILLER- 200 SERIES RT206BL 
Short Description: Choose from three depth levels to cultivate the land to fit your 
needs. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Rotary Tiller excels at working acres of dirt or creating large food 
plots. Our Tiller cultivates the land: stirring up soil for gardens, food plots, laying sod, 
and other tillage needs. Choose from three depth levels to mix up loose soil or break 
up the toughest ground. The tiller’s self-sharpening tines are wide and made of high-
quality steel to mix up the soil better. If things turn rocky, the rotary shaft is built Tarter 
Tough at every key point. The circular bearing flange that supports the shaft is strong, 
made of heavy-duty cast iron. Available in 5’, 6’ and 7’ models. 
 
7’ ROTARY TILLER- 200 SERIES RT207BL 
Short Description: Choose from three depth levels to cultivate the land to fit your 
needs. 
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Rotary Tiller excels at working acres of dirt or creating large food 
plots. Our Tiller cultivates the land: stirring up soil for gardens, food plots, laying sod, 
and other tillage needs. Choose from three depth levels to mix up loose soil or break 
up the toughest ground. The tiller’s self-sharpening tines are wide and made of high-
quality steel to mix up the soil better. If things turn rocky, the rotary shaft is built Tarter 
Tough at every key point. The circular bearing flange that supports the shaft is strong, 
made of heavy-duty cast iron. Available in 5’, 6’ and 7’ models. 
 
MIDDLE BUSTER- 200 SERIES MB20BL 
 
Short Description: Easily cut through compacted soil to accelerate plant growth & pull 
up root vegetables.  
 
Long Description:  
 
The 200 Series Middle Buster digs deep to accelerate plant growth and easily pull up 
root vegetables. With its double-wing cutting blade, it will easily cut through compacted 
soil. 
 
SUB SOILER- 200 SERIES SS20BL 
Short Description: Break up tough ground to get rid of standing water.  
 
Long Description:  



The 200 Series Subsoiler is perfect for breaking up tough ground to get rid of standing 
water. The subsoiler digs more than a foot deep, so it can break up dense soil, get rid 
of standing water, and accelerate plant growth. 
 
TRAILER MOVER- 200 SERIES TM20BL 
Short Description:  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Trailer Mover hauls trailers and wagons that weigh up to 3,000 pounds. 
This implement features an easy hook-up and go system, so there’s no need to waste 
time raising and lowering landing gear. A 2” receiver accepts a hitch for pin drop 
wagons or ball mount trailers. *NOTE: For moving unloaded/empty trailers and wagons 
ONLY. Do not exceed the lift capacity of tractor. 
 
 
3 PT WIRE STRETCHER- 200 SERIES WS20BL 
Short Description: Hold, unroll and stretch heavy wire fencing with ease.  
 
Long Description:  
The 200 Series Wire Stretcher holds, unrolls, and stretches heavy wire fencing up to 
65” tall. One person can use this implement to set up wire and fencing with no kinking 
or tangling.  
 
6’ BOX BLADE- 300 SERIES BB306BL 
 
Short Description: Must-have implement for moving gravel, topsoil, and mulch.  
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Box Blade is the go-to implement for moving large amounts of gravel, 
topsoil, and mulch. Its top-of-the-line 6’ and 7’ models are a must-have when fixing 
problems like ruts, washouts, and potholes. 
 
7’ BOX BLADE- 300 SERIES BB307BL 
Short Description: Must-have implement for moving gravel, topsoil, and mulch.  
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Box Blade is the go-to implement for moving large amounts of gravel, 
topsoil, and mulch. Its top-of-the-line 6’ and 7’ models are a must-have when fixing 
problems like ruts, washouts, and potholes. 
 
BOOM POLE- 300 SERIES BP30BL 
Short Description: Load & unload, pull up fence posts, and haul lumber quickly and 
easily.  
 



Long Description:  
The 300 Series Boom Pole makes heavy lifting effortless!  Use the Boom Pole as a 
handy crane to hoist car engines, move boulders or pull up fence posts. The list is 
endless. Lift up to 2,000 lbs.* on the rear loop, up to 1,000 lbs. on the front loop. 
*Implement capacity only, do not exceed the lift capacity of your tractor. 
 
7’ DISC HARROW- 300 SERIES DH307BL 
Short Description: Create large food plots or gardens, even in rough terrain! 
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Disc Harrow does an excellent job creating large food plots or planting 
gardens in rough terrain. It boasts a 7’ cutting width and features high-quality, heavy-
duty, notched-steel blades. 
 
6’ GRADER BLADE- 300 SERIES GB306BL 
Short Description: Handles all your grading and scraping needs with ease! 
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Grader Blade effectively levels and scrapes gravel, sand, dirt, and 
snow. Our 6’ and 7’ models feature a reinforced and adjustable blade which also 
offsets to the left or right to allow for closer grading on one side while providing tire 
clearance of an obstacle. These units are perfect for maintaining draining ditches and 
roadsides. 
 
 
7’ GRADER BLADE- 300 SERIES GB307BL 
Short Description: Handles all your grading and scraping needs with ease! 
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Grader Blade effectively levels and scrapes gravel, sand, dirt, and 
snow. Our 6’ and 7’ models feature a reinforced and adjustable blade which also 
offsets to the left or right to allow for closer grading on one side while providing tire 
clearance of an obstacle. These units are perfect for maintaining draining ditches and 
roadsides. 
 
3 PT HAY FORK- 300 SERIES HF30BL 
Short Description: Quickly and easily lift and move large round hay bales.  
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Hay Fork quickly lifts and moves large round hay bales. A 2,000-pound 
load* is no problem for its heat-treated upper spear and lower welded stabilizer bars 
which provide extra hold. *Implement capacity only, do not exceed the lift capacity of 
your tractor. 
 



 
8’ LAND GRADER- 300 SERIES LG308BL 
Short Description: Two cutting edges for maximum grading to get the job done! 
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Land Grader covers larger plots of land quickly. It’s perfect for grading 
driveways, leveling land, filling potholes and ditches. This 8’ implement has two cutting 
edges for maximum grading. 
 
6’ LANDSCAPE RAKE- 300 SERIES LR306BL 
Short Description: Smooth, rake and contour your gravel and soil. 
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Landscape Rake comes in 6’ and 7’ models. Curved, thick steel tines 
tackle those larger projects that require leveling soil and removing rocks for planting. 
The tines won’t destroy your field by digging too deep. Put the tractor in reverse and 
the Landscape Rake in reverse position (tines pointing away from tractor) to push 
away dirt and debris with ease. 
The rake can be rotated in multiple angles to vary where the debris lands. 
 
7’ LANDSCAPE RAKE- 300 SERIES LR307BL 
Short Description: Smooth, rake and contour your gravel and soil. 
 
Long Description:  
The 300 Series Landscape Rake comes in 6’ and 7’ models. Curved, thick steel tines 
tackle those larger projects that require leveling soil and removing rocks for planting. 
The tines won’t destroy your field by digging too deep. Put the tractor in reverse and 
the Landscape Rake in reverse position (tines pointing away from tractor) to push 
away dirt and debris with ease. 
The rake can be rotated in multiple angles to vary where the debris lands. 
 
 
LANDSCAPE RAKE WHEEL KIT- 300 SERIES LRWK 
 
Short Description: Optional, for easy above grade adjustments.  
 
Long Description:  
Equip your Landscape Rake with the optional Wheel Kit for easy above grade 
adjustments. Fits all models.  
 
6’ ROTARY CUTTER- 300 SERIES RC306BL 
Short Description: Engineered for extra strength with reinforced sides 
 
Long Description:  



The New 300 Series Rotary Cutter is perfect for mowing larger backfields, creating 
walking and riding trails, and clearing wildlife management paths. The deck on this 6’ 
foot cutter is engineered for extra strength with reinforced sides. The improved hitch 
design has a clevis style CAT I that is quick hitch compatible. In case you run over 
something, the heavy-duty stump jumper lifts the mower up and over rocks and 
obstacles, avoiding damage to the gearbox and blades. The cutter has a slip clutch 
PTO shaft, a 65 HP, heavy-duty gearbox and chainguards.  
 


